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ReCheck is a software that extracts and controls data coming from PDF files.
A very simple and fast way to reduce errors, working times

and costs in your company.

Processing the information contained in your 
documents is faster, easier and more efficient than 
before, and you can also improve the productivity of 
companies and people.  

ReCheck has been conceived to support the users 
while checking a big amount of data to avoid errors, 
inaccuracy and to work in a better way.

ReCheck: a new way to process
your documents

www.recheck.work
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A simPle solution to solve ComPlex issues
How many times did you face difficulties in managing different types of documents in your company? 
Thanks to ReCheck you can trust on a software which meets the company needs, not the contrary.
ReCheck is a very powerful engine you can customize to process in a fast way a big amount of data 
and obtain a higher quality of information.

The software interface, easy and essential, shows very well this specialized role:
ReCheck extracts all the items - data and information - from each pdf document and verifies if their 
position is right, if there are correct, included those coming from sums and multiplications. Is an item 
in the first page? Is it the same you can find in the final report on the last page? The software does 
every operation in a very precise and fast way. 

ReCheck extracts items and controls data of each pdf automatically, an expensive task 
in terms of working time and resources, in a way which is: 

Visit the website www.recheck.work and have a look at the FAQ, an always up-to-date Section! Visit the website www.recheck.work to find further technical details about the software. 
LeArN more ABoUT THe feATUres of reCHeCkteChniCAl FeAtuRes

ReCheck has been created to support users while checking lots of data in order to prevent 
errors and inaccuracy, and to work in a better way than before.

It is a software 
conceived to meet 
your real and 
unsolved needs. 

LeArNiNg CUrve of THe sofTwAre
Skills (%)  -  Time (hours)

DeTeCTiNg errors AND improviNg proCesses
In your company, thanks to ReCheck, the concerned can count immediately on data coming from each 
processing task. They can realize where the errors are, understand how they have been produced, 
and solve issues that you can’t even detect before. This kind of check can’t be executed where there 
is a manual checking processing, the most common system in use for many companies.   

Using a very specialized software like ReCheck lets the organizations not only avoid inaccuracy while 
managing the information, but also improve the document process management.
Furthermore, you can compare the processed data with those used in other company processes, like 
the ERP, thanks to the use of the Web Services. Then the concerned can count on precise reports that 
can be also shared with other colleagues.

extRACting DAtA FRom PDF Files AutomAtiCAlly
The companies have to manage several types of pdf documents, with a fixed or variable structure, 
like for example forms with standardized fields which are always the same or invoices which can be 
customized according to the suppliers’ needs. ReCheck allows you to manage both situations: you 
can configure it in accordance with your needs and, from that point on, the software extracts items 
and checks many types of documents, with the minimal human involvement.

If the company needs to export data from the pdf files to import them into the ERP, ReCheck is the 
right solution. You select the documents - invoices from suppliers and electric or phone bills - and the 
system extracts data, checks and transforms them in file (CSV or XML) to import them into the ERP. 
ReCheck analyzes structured (vector file format) and non-structured documents, and integrates an 
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) system to inspect the characters.

An intelligent software solution?
We will tell you why in less

than 2 minutes.

ReCheCk, A soFtwARe
to PRevent eRRoRs
The software ReCheck extracts and controls data 
coming from each pdf files, and verifies if each 
information is correct and in the right place. You 
don’t need any more to export files in Excel format, 
you can count now on our system which inspects all 
items in the document and applies all check criteria. 
If needed, you can also export data and results in 
CSV and XML.

tRAnsFoRm ComPlex CheCk
CRiteRiA into eAsy moves
Thanks to ReCheck users can execute custom 
checks on different types of documents with a fixed 
structure like invoices, bills, pay slips and many 
more. More complex the documents are, easier the 
process is: this software verifies everything, so you 
can forget about the spot checks you were used to 
do before. 

eAsy to use AnD instAll
You can easily install ReCheck on your PCs and 
configure it in a very fast and simple way.
From that point on, you just need few hours of 
training to get started. Its price?
It depends only on how many documents the 
company wants to check.

inseRt DAtA oF youR PDF Files 
DiReCtly in youR eRP
ReCheck allows each organization to replace 
manual procedures, like data entry in your ERP, with 
a very efficient automatic system. Users choose 
the documents in pdf format, the software extracts 
data and transforms them in files (CSV or XML) to 
import them in your company processes. In a short 
time, you can do the work you did before in a week. 

extRACt DAtA oF youR inteRest 
quiCkly
Thanks to ReCheck you can process hundreds or 
thousands of pdfs with the minimum effort from the 
user. The software can compare data coming from 
the documents with those saved in your ERP thanks 
to some particular communication interfaces (Web 
Services) you can configure.

A Flexible solution
Each company has to check daily several types of 
documents, the ones produced and those received. 
ReCheck can deal with both the structured (vector 
file format) pdfs and scanned documents. The OCR 
technology of the software then transforms the 
images of the scanned pdfs into written text. 

4 the medium hours (not 
days) spent to install and 
configure the software

4
#easy 

Time

sk i L L s
100

6

You can easily integrate 
several different templates 

∞
#custom

Minutes needed to process 
200 complex PDF files 

1
#fast

The percentage reached in 
terms of rightness about 
processing and reports 

100%
#preciseeasy to install, configure and learn, ReCheck is a prompt solution to process your company 

documents and apply the defined check criteria in a very easy and fast way:
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